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Abstract: The usage of BLDC motors in the low-power range is increasing rapidly in home appliances
such as ceiling fans. This has necessitated the development of reliable, compact and efficient AC-DC
power supplies for motor drive circuitry. This paper presents a power supply design consisting of an
AC-DC isolated PFC Cuk converter with integrated magnetics that supplies a single-shunt voltage
source inverter for the sensorless drive of the BLDC fan motor. The proposed power supply design
is comprised of an integrated magnetics structure in which the two inductors and the transformer
windings share the same core. The zero input and output ripple current conditions have been
derived from the reluctance model of the magnetic assembly. Smooth operation of the motor by
minimizing the motor torque ripples is evident from the results. The Cuk converter operates in
continuous conduction mode (CCM), employing the current multiplier method. The CCM-based
current multiplier control loop ensures a near-unity power factor as well as low total harmonic
distortion in the supply current. The current loop also provides over-current protection, enhancing
reliability of the system. Moreover, the speed of the BLDC motor is controlled by the field oriented
control (FOC) algorithm, which enables direct operation with alternate energy sources such as
batteries and solar photovoltaic panels. The performance of the proposed supply is validated: motor
torque ripple is reduced to only 2.14% while maintaining 0.999 power factor and only 4.72% THD
at full load. Failure modes analysis has also been performed through software simulations, using
the PLECS simulation environment. Due to the reliable power supply design with low ripples, it is
well suited for low-power BLDC motors in home appliances and small power tools, in addition to
ceiling fans.

Keywords: isolated switch mode power supply; integrated magnetics; power factor correction;
ceiling fan; BLDC motor drive; torque ripple; sensorless speed control; field oriented control; failure
modes analysis

1. Introduction

Electrical and electronic equipment design in the 21st century is invariably focused on
energy efficiency. Most home appliances have already been replaced by energy efficient
upgrades: inverter-based designs have replaced conventional solutions for air conditioners
and refrigerators, LEDs have supplanted fluorescent lights, and LED TVs have substituted
CRT-based televisions, to name a few examples [1]. Among all household appliances,
electric fans are one of the most widespread in both urban and rural environments [2].
Ceiling fans are extensively used in summer seasons all around the world, constituting
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approximately 6–9% of the total energy used in the residential sector. Improvements
in ceiling fan design offer enormous potential for energy savings. The most significant
improvement is the use of a brushless DC (BLDC) motor in place of an induction motor,
which can reduce power consumption by 50% [3,4]. Although the technology of permanent
magnet BLDC motors for fans is more complex, the rising energy cost has tipped the
return on investment in its favor [5,6]. Two types of PM motors are currently being well
received for ceiling fan applications, namely the BLDC motor and the permanent magnet
synchronous motor (PMSM). Both these machines are very similar, except that the BLDC
has a trapezoidal back EMF, while the PMSM has a sinusoidal back EMF. BLDC motors
are commonly used in designs that require cost-effective solutions, due to their low cost of
manufacturing [7].

A comparison of induction motors with BLDC and PMSM motors is given in Table 1.
The usage of BLDC motors is substantially increasing in ceiling fans as well as other
household appliances. These appliances are commonly powered by single-phase utility
electricity supply, which is rated country-wise as 220 V (50 Hz) or 110 V (60 Hz). DC-DC
converters are used to convert this single-phase AC to the required DC Voltage levels that
are fed to a voltage source inverter (VSI). A combination of this DC-DC converter and the
VSI forms a BLDC motor drive that controls the motor speed in the target appliance. The
speed and torque are the output characteristics of the fan motor. Both these parameters
are controlled by the sensorless field oriented control (FOC) algorithm. Even with tight
regulation through properly designed control loops, torque ripple is created in BLDC
motors due to changes in the stator current ripples caused by inductance and resistance
in the motor windings [8,9]. This ripple can cause extremely undesirable effects such as
motor vibration, acoustic noise, and other physical faults that may develop over time.

Table 1. Comparison of motor technologies.

Motor Type Advantages Disadvantages

Induction Motor [4]

No drive circuit required 2 windings required for
starting

Simple speed control
mechanism

Additional rotor current
generates heat which is
dissipated as loss

Brushless DC Motor [7–9]

Has high efficiency due to
permanent magnet on rotor Needs a motor driver circuit

Since winding is for low
voltage, system is easily
integratable with low voltage
sources like solar panel

Some stator current ripple is
present due to commutation
and ripples in DC power
supply

Mostly, the winding is for low
voltage, and thus voltage
conversion is required

Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Motor [4,6,8,9]

More efficient than induction
motor and BLDC motor

More expensive
manufacturing process than
BLDC motor.

The torque of a BLDC motor is given in Equation (1):

Te =
ea · ia + eb · ib + ec · ic

wm
(1)

where ea, eb, and ec represent the EMF of the motor windings. ia, ib, and ic represent the
stator currents, and wm depicts the angular speed. As the angular speed will be constant in
steady state operation, the magnitude of EMF across each of the windings will also remain
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constant. Therefore, the parameter that is responsible for the torque ripple is the stator
current in each phase.

There are two main sources of stator current ripples. The first source is the com-
mutation of the BLDC motor through the VSI that causes a ripple that has a frequency
corresponding to the fundamental frequency at which the VSI is being switched. There
are several mitigation strategies for this kind of ripple. First, the magnetic design of the
stator and rotor can be improved by altering the machine design [10–12]. Other techniques
include the design of a torque controller [13,14], a current shaping model [15,16], input
voltage controller [17], feedforward current controller [18], and direct torque control [19,20]
methods. The second source of ripple is the DC power supply of the VSI. If the DC source
supplying the VSI contains current and voltage ripples, they will be reflected in the stator
currents. Since motor drives are commonly supplied by DC-DC converters, the output
ripples of the converter will have a frequency that corresponds to the switching frequency
of the MOSFET in the DC-DC converter. In order to mitigate the stator current ripple, the
output current ripple of the converter must be minimized. This is why converters that
exhibit a continuous output current are suitable for BLDC motor drive applications.

In addition to the requirement of continuous output current, power supplies for BLDC
motor drives must comply with IEC standards to maintain input power quality at an
accepted level [21]. Presently, different topologies along with power factor correction (PFC)
methods are being used in power supply designs to comply with these standards. In
the open literature, several contributions have been reported regarding PFC single-phase
AC-DC switch mode power supplies that exhibit near-unity PF and low THD [22]. These
supplies are general purpose and may be used in a variety of applications, such as any
analog or digital circuitry, motor drives, and battery chargers. However, very few efforts
have been reported in the existing literature that uncover the need for better power quality,
specifically for BLDC motor drives. The designs proposed in [23–25] and [26] are not target-
specific, i.e., they may be used in any BLDC motor which is supplied by a single-phase AC
power source. Table 2 shows a comparison between different BLDC motor drive designs.

Table 2. Techniques of BLDC motor driver supply and control design as per the recent literature.

Designs Advantages Disadvantages

Isolated Zeta converter-based
design with block
commutation [23]

Speed of motor varies by
simply varying output voltage
of the converter.

No short circuit protection
due to DCM mode of
operation with voltage
follower method.

Non-isolated Cuk
converter-based design [24]

Improved power quality in
both CCM and DCM modes

Operation in CCM is
expensive due to requirement
of current sensor.
Inappropriate for low output
voltage drives because of
non-isolated design

Bridgeless Isolated Cuk
converter-based design [25]

Improves power quality by
operating only in DCM mode

The cost is high due to
requirement of multiple
switches. Not suitable for low
cost applications

Landsman converter-based
design [26]

Improved power quality and
efficiency

Inappropriate for low output
voltage drives because of
non-isolated design

However, every application comes with some specific requirements that must be
considered in the design process. Therefore, application-specific design is required in order
to develop the motor drive that fulfills these specific requirements. There have been a few
efforts to use different converters for the specific application of BLDC ceiling fan drives.
In [27], a non-isolated buck–boost converter-based motor drive for a BLDC ceiling fan
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has been presented. This design is also non-isolated, hence only suitable for ceiling fans
operating at high voltage. In [28,29], the use of Zeta and SEPIC (single ended primary
inductance converter) converters, respectively, has been proposed for a ceiling fan motor
drive. These designs are isolated and use DCM with the voltage follower technique to
achieve near-unity PF and low THD. Furthermore, they vary the DC link voltage of the VSI,
which is also the output of the DC-DC converter in order to vary the motor speed. This
speed control method decreases the switching losses in the VSI by operating it at a lower
switching frequency but increases the switch and body diode conduction losses in the high
and low side switches of the VSI [30]. Table 3 shows the advantages and disadvantages of
different BLDC motor driver designs for ceiling fans.

Table 3. Techniques of BLDC ceiling fan supply and control design as per the recent literature.

Designs Advantages Disadvantages

Non-isolated buck–boost
converter-based
design [27]

Near-unity PF and low THD

Is based on non-isolated
design and is thus only
suitable for high voltage
BLDC motors

Zeta-based design with
DC link voltage-based
speed control [28]

Low switching losses due to low
frequency switching

Has high switch and body
diode conduction losses in
switches of the VSI

Near-unity power factor Discontinuous input current

Continuous output current

Isolated design

SEPIC-based design with
DC link voltage-based
speed control [29]

Low switching losses due to low
frequency switching

Has high switch and body
diode conduction losses in
switches of the VSI

Near-unity power factor Discontinuous output current

Continuous input current

Isolated design

Due to the above limitations, FOC has been preferred as the method of speed control
for sensorless and hall-sensor-based BLDC motor drives, especially since more powerful
and inexpensive microcontrollers are now readily available to handle the comprehensive
computations required by FOC [31]. In [32,33], a design of a BLDC ceiling fan drive
that uses FOC for speed control has been proposed. It can be inferred from the recent
literature [32,33] that the designs of commercial appliances are increasingly using FOC
for the speed control of motors. Another important aspect of the fan controller from the
perspective of user experience is the number of pre-defined speed levels that can be set by
the user. The literature indicates that the possibility of controlling the fan speed generally
enhances thermal comfort for users [34]. Traditional ceiling fan motor controllers limit the
control of speed to a few pre-defined levels, which may limit the comfort of the user. The
stepless speed control can give more control to the user and hence more comfort.

Keeping in view the application-specific design requirements for BLDC ceiling fans,
this work aims to design and test the performance of an efficient isolated Cuk converter
supply with integrated magnetics for the motor drive of the BLDC fan. The significant
contributions of this work are as follows:

1. Power supply design with negligible ripples: Presenting the design methodology
for the development of an isolated PFC Cuk converter with integrated magnetics for
low-power applications. This enables a design that is compact, efficient, and provides
stable power supply with nearly zero high frequency ripples.
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2. BLDC fan operation with low torque ripple: Using the Cuk converter to incorporate
continuous input and output currents in the AC-DC supply design. This minimizes
the current ripples and ensures less torque ripple in the BLDC fan motor.

3. IEC standards compliance: Deploying the isolated Cuk converter in continuous
conduction mode (CCM) with the current multiplier technique. This enables power
factor correction (PFC) and a total harmonic distortion (THD) reduction along with
an additional feature of over-current protection.

4. Failure modes analysis: A comprehensive analysis with common fault conditions of
the ceiling fan and their impact on the proposed power supply is presented.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the preliminary concepts used in this
work are discussed in Section 2. The AC-DC PFC power supply topology, along with
the design methodology, is discussed in Section 3. The system performance validation
that includes the modeling and simulation approach is described in Section 4. The results
and performance comparison with similar topologies are discussed in Section 5. The
concluding remarks are presented in Section 6. Appendix A includes the list of acronyms
used throughout the paper, the notations along with their units, and the parameters of the
ceiling fan BLDC motor in Tables A1–A3 respectively.

2. Background

Many topologies are deployed to improve power quality in AC-DC converters. They
are primarily used according to the required load characteristics and power level. Figure 1
shows the classification of isolated power supplies according to their input to output
voltage characteristics, namely the buck, buck–boost, and boost supplies. The buck and
boost power supplies are preferred in applications where the output power requirement
exceeds 500 W [22].

Figure 1. Classification of isolated power supplies.

The single-phase buck–boost AC-DC converters are generally preferred and suited for
low-power applications less than 500 W [22]. As represented in Figure 1, these converters
are further classified as Flyback, Cuk, SEPIC, and Zeta isolated AC-DC converters. These
designs have some degree of similarity as all of them offer buck–boost input to output
characteristics by using a single active switching device (MOSFET) and a high frequency
transformer for isolation. The transformer enables the use of multiple regulated outputs
in these supplies. They may be operated in discontinuous or continuous conduction
modes to improve the power quality. These converters can also be implemented with
integrated magnetics to further decrease the component count, size, weight, and cost.
Power quality improvement through input current shaping is extensively used in these
power supplies [22].
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A brief overview of the Flyback, SEPIC, Zeta, and Cuk power supply topologies is
presented here. The isolated Flyback converter’s high frequency transformer provides
isolation, electrical safety, lower cost, and simple control. This power supply is a popular
choice in low-power applications for designers due to the lower component count and
simple control [22]. The isolated Cuk converter exhibits brilliant power quality at the input
AC as well as output DC side. In this design, energy is transferred through capacitors;
therefore, the input and output currents are continuous. This design offers very low
switching current ripple, wide range of input and output voltage, small size, natural
protection against inrush current, and high overall conversion efficiency [22]. The isolated
SEPIC-based power supply is another design that exhibits brilliant power quality at the
input AC and output DC side. Low component count, small size, and fast dynamic
response make this design a popular choice for applications where a high degree of
efficiency, reliability, and power quality are required [22]. The isolated Zeta converter-
based power supply is relatively new and therefore interests designers. It uses a high side
switch and provides protections such as inrush current, short circuit, and overload. It
is also preferred for high-power applications such as telecom power supplies and some
motor drives [22].

The isolated Flyback converter has been used extensively in commercial power supply
applications for decades; one limitation of this topology is that the magnetic energy is
temporarily stored in the coupled circuit core. Thus, for a specific magnetic material, the
maximum energy transfer is restricted by core volume. The core volume is utilized more
effectively if the magnetic energy transfer is through instantaneous transformer action
rather than transfer with intermediate magnetic energy storage. The other three converters
address this limitation by transferring electrical energy through magnetic transformer
action [35]. The results of SEPIC and Zeta converters have been reported previously in
BLDC ceiling fan drives, but the isolated Cuk converter is not reported to have been tested
in such an application. The SEPIC and Zeta converters exhibit continuous current on
the input and output sides, respectively, whereas the Cuk converter exhibits continuous
current on the input and output sides. As a result, the ripple in input and output currents
is lower than the other converters. This low ripple, integrated magnetics, and low size
and cost are characteristics that make the Cuk converter an interesting choice in this
particular application.

3. Methodology

This section presents the design methodology of the integrated magnetics isolated
Cuk converter supply for the specific application of BLDC ceiling fans. The motor driver
and sensorless speed control have been used to drive the fan at the rated speed and torque.
Figure 2 depicts a complete block diagram of the system design. It includes two main
blocks, namely the AC-DC PFC isolated power supply and the BLDC motor drive. The
former block provides stable power supply with nearly zero current ripples, while the
latter block spins the motor efficiently. Each block is explained in detail below.

3.1. AC-DC PFC Isolated Power Supply

The fundamental objective of the AC-DC PFC isolated power supply is to provide a
stable DC supply of 15 V to the VSI in order to power the BLDC motor of the ceiling fan,
improving power quality at the input AC supply and ensuring reliability by providing
over-current protection. As illustrated in Figure 2, this block takes universal single-phase
AC voltage as the input, which is rectified by a full wave diode bridge rectifier. An isolated
Cuk converter operating in CCM is then used for the DC-DC conversion. The converter
is controlled by using an inner current loop and an outer voltage loop. The converter is
designed to provide constant output voltage of 15 V, since the speed is controlled by FOC
rather than varying the DC link voltage. Based on the common BLDC fan motors used for
ceiling fans, the required converter parameters at rated load are represented in Table 4.
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Figure 2. BLDC ceiling fan controller block diagram.

Table 4. Required parameters for AC-DC supply in BLDC ceiling fan applications.

Parameter Value

Input Voltage 90 V–270 V AC
Output Voltage 15 V DC

Maximum Output Power 50 W
Maximum Total Harmonic Distortion 15%

Minimum Power Factor 0.90

3.1.1. Isolated DC-DC Converter

Figure 3 presents the converter schematic diagram. This PFC converter operates in
CCM; hence, the peak current in the steady state operation of the MOSFET and diode is
less. Generally, the losses in magnetic coupling media are also lesser in CCM as compared
to DCM. The design equations of the converter in CCM are presented in Equations (1)–(6):

Vo = D(
N2

N1
) ∗ Vin

(1− D)
(2)

L1 = Vin ∗
D

fs4IL1
(3)

L2 = Vo ∗
(1− D)

fs4IL2
(4)

C2 = Vin ∗
(N2

N1
)2 ∗ D2

R fs(1− D)4VC2
(5)

C3 = Vo ∗
D
4VC3

(6)

where: Vo = Output voltage, D = Duty ratio, N1 = Number of turns in transformer primary
winding, N2 = Number of turns in transformer secondary winding, Vin = Input voltage,
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fs = Switching frequency, 4IL1 = Current ripple in inductor 1, 4IL2 = Current ripple
in inductor 2, R = Equivalent load resistance, 4VC2 = Voltage ripple across capacitor 2,
4VC3 = Voltage ripple across capacitor 3.

Figure 3. Isolated PFC Cuk converter with integrated magnetics supplied by single-phase AC.

For the integrated magnetics design, a recently introduced technique proposed in [36]
has been used that provides the design guidelines based on the zero-ripple conditions and
magnetic model of the transformer. For reference, the reluctance model of the transformer
used in the Cuk converter integrated magnetics is depicted in Figure 4. The conditions in
Equations (7)–(9) must be satisfied if the input and output current ripples are zero:

Figure 4. Reluctance model of the transformer used in Cuk converter with integrated magnetics.

Vg = Vc2 (7)

Vo = Vc3 (8)
d
dt

i1 =
d
dt

i2 (9)

The conditions used in this technique assume that the number of turns in each winding
are related as per Equations (10) and (11).

Na = N1 (10)

Nb = N2 (11)

where: Na = Number of turns in the primary side inductor, Nb = Number of turns in the
secondary side inductor.
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The number of turns in these coupled inductors must be greater than the number of
turns of their respective sides in the transformer. In order to achieve zero ripple current,
the number of turns in each winding must be related to each reluctance as described in
Equations (12)–(15).

N1

Na
= 1 +

R1

R2
+

Rtotal
R2Rla

+
Rtotal

R2Rlab
(12)

N2

Nb
= 1 +

R2

R1
+

Rtotal
R1Rlb

+
Rtotal

R1Rlab
(13)

Rtotal
R2Rla

= 0 (14)

Rtotal
R1Rlb

= 0 (15)

where: Rtotal = Total equivalent reluctance.

Rtotal = R1R2 + R1Rc + R2Rc (16)

These conditions form the basis of design for the integrated magnetics Cuk converter
with zero input and output ripple currents. In order to satisfy these equations, the primary
and secondary side leakage must be high. It can also be seen from Equations (10) and (11)
that the number of turns in the coupled inductors is directly dependent on the number
of turns and turns ratio in the transformer. The reluctance values are selected that satisfy
Equations (12)–(16). These values can then be used to find the equivalent inductance
by selecting the appropriate number of turns, based on the turns of the transformer.
Equation (17) presents the relationship between reluctance and its equivalent inductance:

L =
N2

R
(17)

For the design of the integrated magnetics structure, the steps for calculations based on
the Cuk converter parameters are also presented. Based on the reluctance model presented
in Figure 4, ref. [37] describes an analytical design methodology by deriving the equations
for the ripple steering phenomenon. The conditions for zero input and output ripple
currents are used to select the integrated magnetics transformer parameters.

According to the design guidelines presented in [37], the design inputs are first
compiled according to the requirement. Table 5 presents the design inputs used in this
converter. Standard values are taken considering the 3C94 core material and the ETD34
core size.

Table 5. Design input parameters.

Notation Parameter Value

fs Switching frequency 50 kHz
D Duty cycle 0.3 to 0.75

Bsat Maximum magnetic flux density 0.47 T
kCu Fill factor of the transformer 0.4
Jrms Current density in all the windings 4 A/mm2

ur Relative permeability of ferrite core 1790
lm Mean magnetic path length of core 79 mm

The area product Ap of the transformer to be used in the converter is a complex
function of the duty cycle and other constants. The required area product varies due to the
change in duty ratio D. The worst case is considered for the design process. According
to previous analysis [37], this case is obtained at D = 0.3. The ETD34 transformer core is
selected since the core area product matches the requirement. The mean magnetic path
length of this core is mentioned in Table 5.
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The next step in the design methodology is to calculate the number of turns in the
primary winding of the transformer, referred to as N1 in the manuscript. The formula in
Equation (18) can be used for this calculation. Here, the value of magnetizing inductance
L1 and magnetizing current IM is determined by the input source characteristics, while the
values of Bsat and Ac are based on the core material and size.

N1 =
L1 IM

Bsat Ac
(18)

After the determination of N1, the next step is to calculate the air gap, which is given
by Equation (19). The parameters lm and ur are also dependent on the core material and
size. The values for ETD34 and 3C94 material are mentioned in Table 5.

g =
N1

2uo Ac

2Lp
− lm

2ur
(19)

Based on the above formulae, Table 6 is formulated, which consists of the output
design parameters. These parameters are used to design the integrated magnetics structure
for the converter.

Table 6. Converter design parameters.

Notation Parameter Value

N1 Number of turns in transformer primary winding 55
N2 Number of turns in transformer secondary winding 7
Na Number of turns in primary inductor winding 55
Nb Number of turns in secondary inductor winding 7
g Air gap in the transformer core 1.1 mm

3.1.2. Current Multiplier DC-DC Control Loop

Figure 3 illustrates the schematic diagram of the converter along with the control
blocks required to implement the current multiplier approach for power quality improve-
ment. The Cuk converter is supplied by a full bridge rectifier. The switching frequency
( fs) of the Cuk converter is selected as 50 kHz. In order to improve the power quality, the
input supply current should be in phase with supply voltage. The converter is operated
in CCM. The PFC control scheme employs the use of the current multiplier approach
with a current control loop inside the voltage control loop. The control loop calculates
the voltage error (Ve), obtained after comparing the output voltage of the converter (Vo)
with the reference voltage (Vre f ), which is equivalent to the rated voltage of the fan motor.
A proportional–integral (PI) controller is used to give the control signal (Ic). This signal
(Ic) is multiplied with a unit reference of the input AC voltage to obtain the reference DC
current (Id−re f ) and compared with the DC current (Id) sensed through the diode bridge
rectifier. The resultant current error (Ie) is amplified and compared with a sawtooth carrier
wave of fixed frequency ( fs) to generate the pulse width modulation (PWM) pulse for the
Cuk converter. The duty cycle (D) of the PWM signal of switching frequency ( fs) regulates
the output voltage at the setpoint (reference value). The current loop in the converter
also provides over-current protection and hence prevents failure in case the fan motor is
overloaded or stalled due to mechanical shortcomings, leading to a reliable design.

3.2. BLDC Motor Drive

The second main block is the BLDC motor drive. The isolated Cuk converter supplies
power at constant voltage to the VSI. It is a conventional three-phase bridge with low and
high side MOSFETs. The low side MOSFETs are driven directly whereas the high side
MOSFETs are driven by means of a bootstrap supply. The FOC algorithm requires the
current feedback from each of the three phases. The single-shunt topology is used to sense
the VSI current. A single-shunt resistance which is common to all three arms of the bridge
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is connected to measure the current being drawn by the three phase bridge. By measuring
the voltage across this shunt resistance, the phase currents are reconstructed and used by
the FOC algorithm to estimate the rotor position. This voltage drop across the shunt is
amplified with a non-inverting amplifier and read by the analog to digital converter (ADC)
in the microcontroller running the algorithm. The shunt resistor value and amplifier gain
are designed so that the maximum current flow through the bridge corresponds with the
maximum current limit of the ceiling fan BLDC motor.

This single-shunt topology has been preferred over the three-shunt variant. This
reduces the hardware complexity since only one shunt and one signal conditioning am-
plifier are required. This option is feasible if the computing power is available to perform
the mathematical calculations required for phase current reconstruction. The three-shunt
configuration, on the other hand, requires three shunts and three signal conditioning
amplifiers, but it eliminates the need for mathematical calculations required for phase
current reconstruction.

Sensorless Field Oriented Control

The speed control mechanism is an important consideration of the ceiling fan drive.
The fan speed has an exponential relationship with the power consumption. In order to
optimize the fan’s power consumption, the fan speed must be controlled to achieve a good
compromise between the air flow produced by the fan and the power consumed. Thus,
the ceiling fan drive should be able to support these variations in speed smoothly. FOC
provides a speed control mechanism that can vary the fan speed smoothly even at different
DC link voltages of the VSI. This is particularly useful if the VSI is supplied by a DC voltage
source that is not fixed at a constant level; hence, the drive circuit can withstand variations
in the DC link voltage of the VSI.

The motor is ramped up in open loop with current control until it reaches a substantial
speed, and then the algorithm can be switched from open to closed loop. The final speed of
the ramp is set to 30% of the maximum rotor speed and current is set to 50% of the motor
nominal current. These startup parameters are experimentally tested and then refined to
ensure smooth ramp up and transition to the closed loop FOC algorithm. Once the motor
controller is in closed loop, the desired speed is set by providing the torque reference.
This torque reference is compared with the measured value, and then the motor speed is
adjusted by the FOC algorithm to match the reference torque. This reference is the main
control parameter that can be set either by the IR remote control or an external Internet-
connected microcontroller as illustrated in Figure 2. In order to obtain high resolution of
speed steps/settings, this reference is incremented or decremented slightly and gradually
depending on whether the speed needs to be increased or decreased. In order to drive the
BLDC motor, the two current components at D and Q axis are controlled. In order to obtain
maximum torque from the motor, the D-axis current Id is set to zero, whereas the Q-axis
current represented by Iq is set as per the required speed and torque.

With this method, the speed can be controlled even when the motor is powered by
an alternative DC power source in case the utility electricity supply is unavailable. The
VSI may also be supplied by an external DC power source such as PV panels. In this case,
the DC link voltage of the inverter will not be supplied by the isolated Cuk converter. A
battery or a PV panel may be used directly to supply the DC link voltage. The limitation of
using these alternative sources is that the VSI will not be supplied by a constant voltage,
given the intermittent nature of output voltage of a PV panel and the voltage variations of
a battery based on its state of charge. These variations can effect the speed of the BLDC
motor by changing the magnitude of current through the motor windings. The advantage
of using FOC here is that these variations can be accounted for by observing the feedback
from the VSI and adjusting the fan speed accordingly. The motor flux linkage and hence
torque depend on the phase current that can be controlled by the DC link voltage and
fundamental switching frequency. Therefore, a positive difference in the DC link voltage
can be accounted for by introducing a negative change in the fundamental frequency and
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vice versa. This allows for constant speed regulation even with a supply that exhibits
variations in DC voltage levels.

4. System Performance Validation

The performance of the proposed converter has been evaluated through simulation in
the PLECS software. Figure 5 represents the sequential flow of power from the input to the
output through the intermediate stages. Since the system is multi-rated and is operating at
multiple frequencies, the frequencies in each stage have been mentioned in this figure. The
highest frequency in the system is the switching frequency (50 kHz) of the Cuk converter.
The simulations have been set up to verify that the output current io of the power supply is
indeed continuous, i.e., it contains negligible ripple at the switching frequency. Due to this
negligible high frequency ripple, it can be verified that the stator currents and hence motor
torque ripple also do not exhibit significant frequency components at the DC-DC converter
switching frequency.

Figure 5. System diagram highlighting the various frequencies of operation in all the stages.

The simulation results have been presented as follows in a sequential manner. The
input characteristics (voltage and current) have been presented first. Next, the intermediate
stage characteristics have been presented by showing the waveforms of the currents in the
coils and switch stresses in the DC-DC converter. The Cuk converter’s terminal voltage and
current have also been shown. Afterwards, the output characteristics have been illustrated
by presenting the BLDC motor drive operation and torque ripple. Lastly, the system failure
mode simulations have been presented.

1. Input Characteristics (Voltage and Current): Figure 6 presents a steady state simula-
tion of the converter in time domain. The input voltage Vac and current iac from the
single-phase AC supply are shown. It can be visualized that the PFC implementation
using the multiplier method shapes the current waveform to follow the input voltage
Vac. The sinusoidal current shows that the BLDC fan emulates a resistive load.

Figure 6. Steady state time domain simulation of the converter depicting the input voltage Vac and
current iac.
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Figure 7 presents the input voltage and current waveforms in the frequency domain
to visualize the supply current harmonics. Since the supply voltage Vac is selected
as 220 V AC at 50 Hz, the fundamental frequency f0 of the current is also 50 Hz. It
can be observed that the signal magnitude peaks at 50 Hz and the harmonic contents
are low around this frequency. Small magnitudes of odd harmonics at f3 can also
be observed.

Figure 7. Steady state frequency domain simulation of the converter depicting the input voltage Vac

and current iac showing the low frequency components.

Figure 8 presents the input voltage and current waveforms in the frequency domain
to visualize the supply current harmonics at the switching frequency of 50 kHz.
The relative logarithmic scale (dB) has been used for clear visualization. It can be
observed that the signal contains a small ripple at f0 50 kHz due to the switching of
the MOSFET.

Figure 8. Steady state frequency domain simulation of the converter depicting the input voltage Vac

and current iac showing the high frequency components.

2. Intermediate Stage Characteristics (DC-DC Converter Operation): The waveforms
of the high voltage input side and low voltage output side of the DC-DC converter
have been presented separately. Figure 9 presents the input side parameters, namely
the duty ratio D, input inductor current idc, MOSFET drain to source voltage Vds, and
its drain current id. The MOSFET duty ratio D is responsible for current shaping
in the converter. The fundamental frequency here is 100 Hz, which follows the
output of the full bridge rectifier, as a result of the current multiplier method for PFC
implementation. This frequency is reflected in all of the input and output waveforms.
The input inductor current idc is continuous and shows a small ripple at the switching
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frequency of 50 kHz. The same switching frequency can be seen in the MOSFET drain
to source voltage Vds and the MOSFET drain current id.

Figure 9. Waveforms in the input side of the DC-DC converter. MOSFET duty ratio D, input inductor
current idc, MOSFET drain to source voltage Vds, and MOSFET drain current id.

Similarly, the waveforms in Figure 10 below present the voltage and currents in
the low voltage output side. The diode is forward biased for the period when the
MOSFET is switched off, and vice versa. The same 100 Hz fundamental frequency
can be visualized in the output side waveforms as well. The output inductor current
io is also continuous and exhibits nearly zero ripple at the switching frequency.
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Figure 10. Waveforms in the output side of the DC-DC converter: output inductor current io, diode
voltage Vdiode, and diode current idiode.

Figure 11 presents the output voltage Vo and output inductor current io of the pro-
posed converter. Initially, the current magnitude is high because the DC link capacitor
needs to be charged. When the output voltage Vo becomes stable at 15 V, the motor
ramps up and reaches steady state. It can be noted, however, that the output voltage
Vo increases slightly in the time range 0.14–0.22 s. This increase is due to the initial
overshoot of the converter’s control system. After this slight overshoot, the output
voltage settles at 15 V, which is the reference setpoint of the output voltage. The
current magnitude is constant when this steady state is reached. It can be noted,
however, that the output inductor current io oscillates at 100 Hz, due to the absence
of a DC bulk capacitor at the output terminals Vdc of the diode bridge rectifier. This is
an inherent characteristic of the PFC technique used [38]. Since the FOC loop of the
sensorless BLDC motor control operates at 10 kHz, this low frequency oscillation does
not cause significant ripple in either the stator currents iabc or the motor torque Te.

Figure 11. Time domain simulation of the converter depicting the output voltage Vo and output
inductor current io.
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Figure 12 presents the output voltage Vo and output inductor current io waveforms in
the frequency domain (dB scale) to visualize the 100 Hz harmonics. As discussed ear-
lier, the 100 Hz ripple is visible in both the output voltage Vo and inductor current io.

Figure 12. Frequency domain simulation of the converter depicting the output voltage Vo and output
inductor current io low frequency components.

Figure 13 presents the output voltage Vo and output inductor current io harmonics
(dB scale) at the converter switching frequency of 50 kHz. The harmonic content due
to the small switching ripple is observed.

Figure 13. Frequency domain simulation of the converter depicting the output voltage Vo and output
inductor current io high frequency components.

3. Output Characteristics (Motor Torque Ripple): Figure 14 presents the motor stator
currents iabc and torque Te in the time domain. The motor speed and torque ramp up
and reach steady state as seen in the figure. The steady state speed is achieved when
the fundamental frequency of the VSI is 38 Hz.
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Figure 14. Time domain simulation depicting the motor stator currents iabc and torque Te.

The motor stator currents iabc and torque Te in the frequency domain are presented
in Figure 15. The 38 Hz frequency component can be clearly seen in the frequency
spectrum. Furthermore, the frequency components of the motor torque also indicate
that there is a small ripple caused by both the fundamental frequency of the VSI
(38 Hz) and the output inductor current (100 Hz).

Figure 15. Frequency domain simulation depicting the low frequency components of the stator
currents iabc and motor torque Te.

The high frequency components of the stator currents iabc and motor torque Te are
presented in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Frequency domain simulation depicting the high frequency components of the stator
currents iabc and motor torque Te.

4. System Failure Modes: Two failure modes have been modeled to demonstrate the
reliability of the power supply design. The first case demonstrates an over-current
fault that may be caused by a physical fault in the motor. The second case demon-
strates a failure mode in which the inverter stops operating due to component failure.
The simulation in Figure 17 demonstrates the first failure mode in which the motor
winding is shorted. The input inductor current idc and output DC link voltage Vo are
presented. This particular fault causes an over-current condition, which is modeled
in this simulation with a resistive load that is connected at the output of the power
supply at time ‘t’ as marked in the figure. This additional load causes the output
current io to increase. The input current idc also increases proportionally, which is
sensed by the same current sensing shunt resistor that is used to implement the PFC
loop. As soon as the threshold (0.45 A in this example) is crossed, the over-current
protection comparator is triggered, and the duty cycle D of the MOSFET is decreased
to reduce the flow of current in the circuit. The simulation shows that the fault state
causes an increase in input current idc, which is compensated by the PFC control loop
in one single switching cycle. As a result of this current limiting protection feature,
the DC link voltage Vo also decreases sharply.

Figure 17. Transient simulation of over-current fault protection in the power supply, showing the
input current idc and DC link voltage vo.
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The simulation in Figure 18 presents the second fault that shows the inverter failure
mode. The graph shows the inverter ON/OFF state, stator currents iabc, motor torque
Te, output DC link voltage Vo, and the power supply current io. The fault is modeled
by removing all the gate pulses to the MOSFETs of the VSI, which effectively shuts
down the inverter. It can be observed that the inverter shut down causes the motor
to temporarily act as a generator. The supply current io direction is reversed, and
the motor torque Te and stator currents iabc decrease to zero. The DC link capacitor
is charged, which causes the DC link voltage Vo to increase. Overall, this fault is
tolerated by the power supply.

Figure 18. Transient simulation of inverter failure fault, showing the inverter state, stator currents
iabc, motor torque Te, DC link voltage Vo, and supply current io.

5. Results and Discussion

In the light of the simulations obtained through the PLECS software presented in the
previous section, the effect of the switching frequency of the VSI (10 kHz) can be observed
in Figure 16 in the stator currents iabc and motor torque Te ripple. The harmonics of this
switching ripple can also be visualized in the figure. The result shows that the DC-DC
converter switching frequency (50 kHz) ripple does not cause any significant motor torque
ripple. In a conventional design, however, this switching frequency ripple would have
affected the stator currents iabc, and the same would have also been reflected in the motor
torque Te. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed power supply design is suitable
for BLDC fan motors, as there are negligible motor torque ripples.
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In view of the failure modes analysis presented in the above section, the power supply
tolerates over-current faults by limiting the input current idc of the converter, as seen in
Figure 17. The value of the MOSFET duty cycle D is updated at the switching frequency
fs = 50 kHz according to the current and voltage feedback. Therefore, in the case of an
over-current event, the response time of the loop will be one switching interval of the
DC-DC converter. In this case, Ts = 20 µs. As a result of this current limiting protection
feature, the DC link voltage Vo also decreases sharply. Moreover, as shown in Figure 18,
the converter also tolerates inverter failure without causing any damage. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the two common faults discussed in this paper do not negatively affect
the system, making it reliable.

The input power quality of the converter is in line with the requirements specified
in Table 4. The PF is found to be 0.99 whereas the THD is measured as 4.72% as per the
simulation at rated load. The power quality indices of the other topologies (buck–boost,
SEPIC, Zeta) implemented with their own PFC techniques that have been reported in the
literature in [27–29] have also been compared with the simulation results of the proposed
design. Figure 19 represents the comparison of the four designs. The data of the proposed
design have been obtained through simulation, while the data of the other three designs
have been taken from the previously reported work in the literature [27–29]. Since every
fan motor is designed to operate for different specifications, it is inappropriate to compare
the power quality parameters as a function of the fan speed. Therefore, the PF and THD
have been plotted as a function of the real power supplied by the AC-DC supply. This can
be used to evaluate their performance and compare these designs. It can be inferred from
Figure 19 that all four converters exhibit similar performance with minor differences. All
these designs comply with existing standards, exhibiting near-unity PF and low THD in all
operating conditions. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed CCM Cuk converter
provides the abovementioned advantages with no compromise on input power quality.

Figure 19. Comparisons of power factor and total harmonic distortion between the proposed design
and other supply topologies.

Table 7 below describes the indicative cost of the major components required in
each of the four converters. The table shows the quantity and description of each of
the components required. Since quantification of the cost is a subjective topic having
dependencies on several design choices, the cost of each component has been discussed
qualitatively. Intuitively, it may seem that the Cuk converter is an expensive option due to
overall higher component count, but the integrated magnetics and highly efficient transformer
design are cost effective since they deliver the same power with smaller sized magnetics.
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Table 7. Indicative cost comparison table of the isolated buck–boost converters.

Component Type Converter Quantity/Type Cost Description

MOSFET Flyback, SEPIC, Zeta,
Zuk 1 Switch cost is the same for all the converters due to identical

voltage and current stress

Diodes
Flyback, SEPIC, Cuk 1 Diode cost is the same for these three converters due to

identical voltage and current stress

Zeta 1 Diode cost is slightly higher in this converter due to slightly
increased current stress

Flyback 1
The flyback transformer is bigger, hence more costly.
Essentially, this is not a transformer but an inductor that
stores energy in the air gap of the cores

High Frequency
Transformer SEPIC, Zeta 1

These transformers require smaller core and overall volume
for the same power rating since they behave as
coupled inductors

Cuk 1
These transformers require the smallest core and overall
volume for the same power rating because of their behavior
as coupled inductors

Flyback 0 No inductors required
Inductors SEPIC, Zeta 1 One inductor required in each

Cuk 2 Two inductors are required that are coupled together by
winding them within the high frequency transformer core

Flyback 1 Low voltage output capacitor

Capacitors

SEPIC 2 In addition to the output capacitor, one intermediate
capacitor is required at the high voltage side

Zeta 2 In addition to the output capacitor, one intermediate
capacitor is required at the low voltage side

Cuk 3
In addition to the output capacitor, two intermediate
capacitors are required at both the high and low
voltage sides

Drive Circuitry
Flyback, SEPIC, Cuk Low side Gate drive circuitry requirements are simple and

cost effective

Zeta High side Conventionally, it uses a high side switch that has more
complex and expensive gate drive circuitry

By inspection of the component count and type, it can be seen that the Flyback
converter is the cheapest option, despite its inefficient and bigger transformer, which
explains its commercial success. The proposed Cuk converter with integrated magnetics
ranks second, while the SEPIC and Zeta converters follow behind. Such trade-offs between
cost and performance always exist in most designs. The proposed converter offers an
optimized choice between cost and performance.

6. Conclusions

The isolated PFC Cuk converter with integrated magnetics is found to be a suitable
option to power BLDC ceiling fans. The frequency components of all the results have
also been presented to highlight the effects of switching in various parts of the system.
Simulation results from PLECS have been presented to validate the system design on a 15 V
BLDC ceiling fan, which are generally very similar to the experimental hardware results.
Using the results described in this paper, experimental design including the magnetic
assembly and design optimization can be conducted as a future prospect of this work.
In addition to ceiling fans, this design can be implemented in other applications where
low-power BLDC motors are supplied by a single-phase AC power source, such as home
appliances and small power tools. This system can also be integrated with IoT-based
controllers to design smart products that may be used in the future to serve the purposes
of autonomous control and power consumption optimization.
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of acronyms.

Acronym Full Term

ADC Analog to Digital Converter
CCM Continuous Conduction Mode
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
DCM Discontinuous Conduction Mode
EMF Electro Motive Force
FOC Field Oriented Control
PF Power Factor

PFC Power Factor Correction
PLECS Piecewise Linear Electrical Circuit Simulation
PMSM Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor

PV Photo-Voltaic
PWM Pulse Width Modulation
SEPIC Single Ended Primary Inductance Converter
THD Total Harmonic Distortion
VSI Voltage Source Inverter

Table A2. List of notations and their units.

Notation Full Term Unit

Vo Output voltage V
D Duty ratio -
N1 Number of turns in transformer primary winding -
N2 Number of turns in transformer secondary winding -
Vin Input voltage V
fs Switching frequency Hz
4IL1 Current ripple in inductor 1 A
4IL2 Current ripple in inductor 2 A

R Equivalent load resistance Ohms
4VC2 Voltage ripple across capacitor 2 V
4VC3 Voltage ripple across capacitor 3 V

Na Number of turns in the primary side inductor -
Nb Number of turns in the secondary side inductor -

Rtotal Total equivalent reluctance AT/Web
Ve Voltage error V

Vre f Reference voltage V
Id D-axis current A
Iq Q-axis current A
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Table A3. Parameters of the BLDC ceiling fan motor.

Parameter Value

No. of rotor poles 14
Voltage rating 15 V
Rated speed 340 RPM
Rated torque 1.1 Nm

Back-EMF constant 31 Vrms/krpm
Resistance of winding (per phase) 0.55 Ohms
Inductance of winding (per phase) 0.72 mH
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